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SUCCESSFUL
INTERPRETATIONS
require an in-depth understanding
of the underlying coherence of a source language text and the ability to produce an equally coherent message in the target language.
This is much more than a superficial recognition of the words or
signs; it is the ability to understand a message from multiple perspectives, recognizing the subtle links between the meaning of the
message, the context of the message, and the linguistic form that the
meaning takes. Discussing language tests, Oller compares these perspectives to windows:
If language tests were like windowsthrough which language proficiencymight be viewed,and if languageproficiencywere thought
of as a courtyardthat couldbe seen from a number of different windows,it would seem that a clearerview of the courtyard is possible
through somewindowsthan others, (1979,64)
Discourse analysis is the study of how communication in any form
is structured so that it is socially appropriate as well as meaningfully and linguistically accurate (Hatch 1992, 1).When interpreters
attempt to translate a message successfully, they are attempting to
render the message with the following:
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I, Accurate content (themes, topics, and events)
2. Appropriate context (register, settings, speaker's goals, etc,)
3. Appropriate linguistic form (discourse structures, transitions, vocabulary, etc.).

workseffectivelywith the languageswe dealwith and that ap-

plies to all kinds of discourse. Finding the key helps interpreters
hone a skill that will serve them when working in any situation with
lillYtext. Discourse analysis yields an analysis of the meaning of a
"cXIat individual interactions in specific situations and at the linf{uistic featuresusedto negotiatethe interactions.
Discourse mapping, hasedon discourse analysis, provides a sys{t'm:1Iic approach ti,,' lcaching students In analyze a text so they can
pl'oduct' S\lcl'l'ssfol, dl'eC'tivl' inll'1'\1I'ct at icillS, These intcl'lwctatiol1s
1\1'(":1l'C'III':llc'in COl1ll'I\', soci.IIly :lppl'opl,jatc', anclling-tlistically alTI!Ih;1I Il'adws
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The goal of discourse mapping is twofold: to identify the overall
structures within a text and to create meaningful visual representations of these structures. The visual representation of a complete
text allows the student to see how the overall structures within it relate to each other, without depending on words or signs. If discourse
analysis is truly the appropriate approach for interpreters, then we
must consider how to enhance a student's ability to analyze, and we
must provide opportunities to practice this analysis for meaning in
a nonthreatening, supportive environment. The dated and unsuccessful educational approach of turning on an audiotape and expecting a student to interpret has taught us the value of time and
analysis. Discourse mapping is an actual skill that we can impart to
students in the classroom and one that will serve them well in future
interpreting situatio~s.
Disc()\1rsl.~
mapping- may he used to develop a variety of skills. It

is being presented and therefore have the
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DISCOURSE MApPING: AN EXPLANATION

potcnrial to render a more effective and comprehensible message.
Th(; key lies in finding a way to teach the skill of analyzing discourse
t hat

COHERENCE

to develop a mental picture of the meaning structure in any given
source text. It helps them reconstruct a similar map in the target language, By creating an actual map of a text, students can see the relationship of its three perspectives: content, context, and form. In
addition, it helps students actually visualize the production of the
text. It is similar to techniques used in reading and writing instruction, often referred to as concept mapping, mind mapping, or idea
mapping (including Anderson-Inman and Zeitz 1993; Schultz
1991; Collins and Quillian 1969).
In this chapter we present an in-depth explanation of the entire
process of discourse mapping. We begin with an explanation of the
process and then describe each activity and the numerous steps involved in the process. We have provided specific examples from two
texts, one in ASL and one in English. We hope that as you read
through each section, you will take the time to read the full transcripts, follow the maps given as examples, and come to an understanding of this complicated process.

This chapter deals with these three aspects of a message. Each aspect contributes an essential piece of the picture, not separately, but
as an integrated whole.
Discourse analysis leads to an awareness of the interdependent
perspectives of language. It is the logical approach to processing for
interpreters and leads to an understanding of the overall meaning
that we must convey, providing a multifaceted view of the source,
much as Oller described. Historically, considerable training time is
spent on the analysis of words, signs, sentences, and sign production, This leads to a common complaint about new interpreters:
,1'hey include many facts, but the overall meaning is somehow missing, The missing elements are the coherence of the discourse, the
~oal of the speaker, and the point of the presentation. The features
urtanguage that convey the coherence do not coalesce at the phonolugical, morphological, or syntactic level; they integrate the text
only at the discourse level.
'When interpreters take time to analyze discourse and become fal11iliarwith the schemas and structures, they are better able to attend
te, the fu11 messagethat
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possible topics, events, and interactants (a brainstorming activity).
It can be used to enhance comprehension once students have seen
or heard a text, providing them with the opportunity to analyze the
strUcture of the text. This in turn helps students understand the
signer's or speaker's intended meaning while also attending to vocabulary and grammatical strUctures as needed. When used to prepare for producing their own original texts, students can map their
own brainstorming. When used with interlingual activities, students
can develop possible target language texts that effectively represent
the source message. Finally, discourse mapping can help students

level subtopics, or strategies of suspense and involvement in addition to the basic ideas. Once we have mapped the texts, we can
choose those that provide the level of complexity appropriate for
our students. And once we have mapped the texts ourselves, we have
a ready-made means of evaluating students' work throughout the
discourse-mapping process. Our map becomes the basis for determining the adequacy and effectiveness of students' own final productions. It also helps us to better understand the processes students
experience or struggle with as they approach the texts.

build their analysisskillsby providing them with an opportunity to

Intralingual Skills: Comprehension and Production

assess the structure of a text they have produced.
Once texts are chosen, discourse mapping is an invaluable tool for

Choosing Texts

"

One of the first tasks the interpreting instructor must perform is
choosing texts that are appropriate for the level and goals of students
at different stages of their training. As we begin training, more
stJ"aightforward texts are appropriate; as students master the skills
t)f interpreting, the texts can become more difficult and complex.
'I'he challenge is in choosing texts that are appropriate. Unfortunatcly, we have few guidelines for choosing: Do we base our choices
on vocabulary students already know? Do we pick simple topics told
in narrative form (which often turn out to be much more difficult
thal1 we ever suspected)? How can we choose texts that will be effective for our students? Too often we choose a text because it "looks
good," only to find that for some reason it is completely inappropriate. '\Vhcn we happen to find a text that "works," we use it again and
ogait'1,pc)ssiblywithout ever having a clear idea of why it works and
how to find more such workable texts.
Di$course mapping is a very effective strategy for making these
('\l()ices. Mapping a text provides us with a clear picture of the unth.:t'lyingstfue.tuJ"cof that te](:tand of the challenges it poses. Mapping hig'h1ights the structure of both interwoven and sequential
thOlllcs.It lets u$:1n:1ly,,-c
the presenter's :1pproach, belpingus cUfrl.'r(,utinlt'lWIWCCIl
a text th~H'is su'aightfoa"w:\t'd(:1sitnpIe listing of

developing the intralingual skills necessary for comprehending a
source text. J This works for any source text, whether it is ASL or
English. For example, discourse mapping develops comprehension
of an ASL text by helping students overcome their tendency to
freeze when they see a sign they do not recognize. Discourse mapping leads them to an understanding of the larger context and
discourse structures of the text; by understanding these, they can
develop analytical skills for zeroing in on the meaning of single vocabulary items. In other words, it helps them understand the meaning rather than the words. If the source text is English, discourse
mapping can demonstrate that their initial understanding of the text
may be both superficial and inadequate and that a deeper level of understanding is essential to truly interpreting the purpose of the text
and the goals of the speaker.
Once students comprehend the meaning of a source text, mapping is effective in developing the visual and auditory perception
skills necessary for perceiving the linguistic forms that express this
meaning. Students often have great difficulty seeing topic boundaries in an ASL source text. Once they have mapped the topics and
goals, however, students can review a text and'identify the linguistic
features that mark the topic shifts. They begin to see that topic A becomes topicBat the same time that a.body shift ocCurs (or an ASL
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the contextin which they intend to situate the text.When they have
mapped their text, they can then think about the sequencing of the
ideas and the linguistic forms needed to make their texts comprehensibleto others.

discourse marker appears or a certain combination of eyegaze, head
nod, and pausing co-occur). As their perceptive skills grow, they begin to recognize the linguistic forms of ASL as structural elements
that express the underlying meaning of the message. Similarly in
English, students can begin to recognize the intonation patterns
that signal discourse structures such as lists, disagreement, enhanced
involvement, and idea boundaries.
Once studentS understand the meaning and context of a message
and recognize the linguistic forms that express that meaning, they
can more effectively produce their own messages. Discourse mapping promotes skill growth in this area, both in developing intralingual production skills and later in transitioning to interlingual
activities. Students can use the discourse maps from texts they have
understood (previous activity) to retell the meaning in their own
way in the same language. As they focus on retelling the meaning,
they are forced to think about the linguistic forms their retellings
will take. Their retellings begin to include both the underlying
lpcaning of the original and the many linguistic features needed to
produce a comprehensible target text. When students, for example,
understand that head nods are very useful to them in understanding
ASL, they tend to use them more frequently in their own productiiillS.The same principle applies to the retelling of English texts in
Eng'lish. An important impact of discourse mapping at this level is
rhnt,bccause all the students are developing both their perceptive
Imdproductive skills, they are far more able to provide quality feedh:l(,1.to thcir peers. This means that students receive increased feedhark timc during their courses; they do not have to sit and wait until
the instructor tells them what is effective and what is not.
lJis<.;ourscmapping can also help students produce their own
OI'i~ill,\lsoUl:cc.texts.Often, intralingual activities require students
II)prepare}1tcxtin either ASL or E:nglish.Especially when the goal
is1\11
ASL tcxt, st:\tltentsoftcn reVert to writing the English text, then
looking \IP signs tp gloss onto those words. Stullenl.. ,'re rOl'cedto
stop thinking aluHltdiscrete signs when thcfm'clir$t rcqllin.Jd10<10.-

Interlingual Skill Development
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Once students are able to map source texts easily in both ASL and
English -first for comprehension and then for intralingual production-they can continue to benefit from discourse mapping as they
shift to interlingual exercises, a transition that is difficult at best. At
this stage the concept of spiraling in discourse mapping becomes applicable. Using texts that have already been comprehended and then
produced in the intralingual exercises, students can transform these
texts into the target language. Spiraling eliminates the typical barriers we erect for students and allows them to focus on the single skill
of transforming meaning; they are not distracted by the need to also
understand the source. Discourse mapping provides a clear understanding of the source, allowing students to work on the target. In
addition, they can focus on the underlying meaning in the target and
discuss how the target language expresses the meaning. If the source
text in ASL is based on a spatial comparison and their analysis of
English comparisons indicates that English uses prosody and intonation for the same function, then they know how to effectively produce a similar meaning in the target language.
The transition to interlingual activities takes advantage of discourse mapping at every step. Students begin translating between
ASL and English, building their translations from their discourse
maps of the source texts. Once proficient at building translations
through discourse mapping, they can progress to consecutive interpreting more easily. They can take in the source text, map it, and,
using their internalized skills, map their production in the target
language. Discourse mapping is especially effective at this point because here student interpreters so often. fall back on word-for-sign
meaning flies out the wind()w.Interestglossing, :1O{I1.mdcl'lyin~
ingly, stuik:nts wJHIImvc imernalized the.IUflppingprocessare not
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satisfied with the output of word-to-sign matching. It no longer
makes sense to them to throw out a stting of signs just because the
speaker said something (or vice versa). Because they see the connections between the topics, the context, the speaker, and the audience
(thanks to their training), they are no longer satisfied with just making a connection between a word and a sign. Students transitioning
through consecutive and eventually simultaneous interpreting using
discourse mapping discuss questions of meaning. They ask "What's
the point" of a text or passage? They do not ask "What's the sign for
this word?" or "What's the word for that sign?" They are truly
learning to interpret.

Determining Equivalence
Finally, discourse mapping becomes an effective tool for evaluating
the adequacy of an interpretation. Once a source text has been
mapped for underlying meaning, context, and linguistic forms, students transform the text according to this map, thus building these
aspects into the target language. Then it is an easy matter to evaluate the transformation, whether it is a translation, a consecutive
interpretation, or a simultaneous interpretation. Students (and inSITllctors)can map the resulting target text and compare that map to
the source map: Are the meanings, the topics, the interrelationships
of ideas, the context, and the goals of the source text apparent in the
map of the target text? Does the map reflect the same level of conceptual subtlety, linguistic sophistication, generalities, and specifics
of the source map? If so, the transformation is effective; if not, the
brapsare usually very clear.
ApPLICATION
Our lirst goal is to inttoduce you to the texts we will be using and
provide :1hrief summary so you can follow our examples. The first
is "Buying My Condo," a text thnt we refer to throughout the chaptcr. The secon(l is "Living' Ful1y," an English source tcxt. We recIIIlIlIlCIHlthaI you I'c.ull'he 1r;1I1s('I'iplsprovided in Ihl' appendiccs
:11111
walch till' oril{iawls. if possihk.
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In "Buying My Condo," the signer tells the story of how and why
he bought a condominium (see Appendix 1). His underlying goal is
to share the information and perhaps to entertain an audience, but
his underlying approach is to emphasize his luck at the various factors that came together to make the purchase possible. He relates
that he has been thinking about buying a place to live and has been
looking around but has not been serious about it because he is still
in school. He plans to wait until his studies are finished before buying a home but continues to go to open houses, read the classifieds,
and ask friends for advice.
As he continues his search, he happens upon the perfect place.
He describes its location and appearance. He makes an offer, which
is eventually accepted, and then has to deal with financial issues
such as getting a mortgage, demonstrating his credit rating, arranging inspections, and so forth. Finally all the paperwork is done, and
he moves in. He concludes by saying that he has also finished his
studies.
In "Living Fully" (Appendix 2), the speaker provides information in the hopes of inspiring people to have a positive attitude. She
begins by introducing herself and her hope that the presentation
will be useful. She cites several references related to her topic and
then tells a story about a boy talking to three bricklayers. The story
illustrates three interpretations of bricklaying: putting bricks down,
one on top of the other; putting bricks together to achieve a product (a wall); and striving toward a finished project, a beautiful cathedral. Following this story, she asks the audience which interpretation they prefer and emphasizes that the interpretation affects our
outlook as either positive or negative. She discusses the effect of our
perceptions and fears on our attitude and further illustrates her
point with two more stories. She closes by once again emphasizing
that we control our attitudes, and she finishes with a poem to further illustrate her message.

Discourse Mapping Applied to Inttalingual Activities
111this sct'l ion we :lpply c1iscO\lI'scm:1pping- to nn I.1dU:11text and
w(II'k Ihrolll{h 1111'pt'O(.(.SS,Slep hy Slep. R('l1Il'lIIh(."thaI Ihis Iwoc'ess
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parts of this process can be used in a variety of courses, from the initial brainstorming to completing and evaluating a successful interpretation. In addition, each of these activities should be spread over
several class periods, allowing students time to internalize the text
as well as the structure of the activity. Each activity is meant to be
practiced numerous times with different texts. The point is to teach
students the entire process over a period of time. Later in the education process, it is reasonable to expect students to work through
the entire process independently.
Comprehension
(BRAINSTORMING)

1. Goals
a. Students map possible topics, themes, relationships, and
events that relate to the given topic.
b. Students practice discussing this topic with both their peers
and the instructor.
2. Objectives
a. Practice vocabulary related to the given topic.
b. Build confidence in prediction skills.
c. Share world knowledge and experiences.
d. Practice the ability to focus on a specific topic.
e. Practice assessing language production for accuracy and completeness.
f. Build confidence in comprehension skills.
g. Practice discussing a given topic.
h. Develop feedback skills through discussion of topic and maps
with peers and instructor.
i.Develop feedback skills through dis,cussion of productions
and maps with peers and instructor.
3. Di$C(1ssion
'(Ihis I1H\ppinJ(activity-dol\C$ ill~r:\tillgu:d1y-prcparcs the stuch:ntsfew('01llpl'jjlu:nsionhy helping thclII I'oells011possib1ctopics.
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That is, if the source message is ASL, all class discussions are conducted in ASL (maps are written in English notes or pictures). Having chosen a text ("Buying My Condo"), the instructor might give
the topic "real estate" to the class to brainstorm. Students will brainstorm through three levels: (1) content-topics, subtopics, themes,
relationships, and events that might occur in that text; (2) contextregisters, settings, audiences, and speaker goals for such a text; and
(3) form-specific linguistic features of ASL that might be used, including possible vocabulary. Besides creating the visual map with
students, this trilevel analysis of a topic presents an opportunity for
students to develop their analysis skills. It helps them analyze the
meaning of a text without being tied to its sequentiality. At this
point, we do not want to know "what happened next." We want to
comprehend the meaning.
Step 1. The instructor first selects an appropriate text for this activity (See "Choosing Appropriate Texts."). We have chosen "Buying My Condo."
Step2. Once the videotape has been selected, the instructor introduces the topic "real estate" to the students but does not show the
videotape at this point.
Step 3. Begin the brainstorming activity,eliciting possible subtopics, themes, relationships, and events that may occur in a text related to real estate. In addition, the instructor should elicit student

is not meant to be accomplished in a short period of time. Rather,

PREPARATION

TEXTUAL

..

brainstorming regarding the setting, register, and speaker goals that
might be associated with such a text. As the students contribute their
ideas, the instructor begins to draw a random map on the board,
filling in nodes as the students respond. Prompts such as "What
might someone talk about if he/she were telling a story related to
real estate?" and "Who are specific individuals involved in such a
transaction?" are appropriate at this time.
Step4. Often students focus on content (themes, events,etc.). If
the brainstorming peters out, the instructor may prompt the students by asking questions such as "Who might be in the audience?"
or " Why would someone tell this story?" This information is included in the random map on the board. (Map 1is an example ofa
random Juap rOI'sh:,ps3ahd 4.)
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helps students use their world lmowledge, their experiences, and
their prediction skills to come up with numerous possibilities. The
instructor must also guide the students to the information contained
in the selected text (keeping in mind that this is an activity that prepares the students to view that text). Perhaps "Other than apartments and townhouses, what types of residential purchases might a
person make?" would elicit the answer "condo" or "house."
The map developed during this activity may appear chaotic, but
right now the goal is to identify features from all three levels. The
teacher should lead the group the first time this activity is done.
Once students understand the activity, it can be assigned as group
work, individual work, or homework for subsequent texts. 'When
groups or individuals create maps, they should be shared and compared; sharing everyone's map exposes students to many possible
subtopics. Again, the instructor needs to guide this activity so students do not stray too far afield. We want them to be creative, not
disconnected. And finally, it is essential to remember that this entire
process requires time.
Step

6. When the instructor decides that enough possibilities

have been identified, the class begins categorizing the map. For example, the real estate topics could be grouped into the following
three categories: finances, people involved in the purchase, and location. We are trying to avoid any kind of sequential categorizing
(e.g., first this happened, then this, etc.) and to focus instead on the
main themes. (We provide an example of categorizing the topics in
a later activity.)

Map1

Step 5. Now the class discusseslinguistic features that convey
specific information. For example, the instructor might lead a discussion about the use of space in ASL. "If one were comparing possible residences, which features of ASL might be effective for
cotnpai'ingthe asking-price by the sellers?" "If one were to discuss
nm>tying
for a mortgage, which features of ASL might be effective
fur.cunveyingthe amount of time required to complete such a task?"
Discussion should also include. the vocabulary a signer might be usillg fol.this tQPiC.
'l'hl'Uughclt't' this proccss, teachers should prol11pt Sill(Icnts to
t'ol1shh.1'suhtopics Ihat :lr(~l16t rt,:ldily II!cntionc(L This :j('!ivity

Enhancing Comprehension
1. Goals
a. Discussthe content, context, and form of an actual text.
b. Produce a map reflectingcomprehensionof the topic.
2. Objectives
a. Identify externalaspectsof the text (context).
b. Begin.to identify internal structures of the text:(content and
Hngnisticforms).
c. Build col1fidl'IW(' in 1IIt'/I1(wil'S of Ih~~HIHI/'C'l'text.
4'
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d. Practice

analyzing underlying meaning through surface linguistic features.
e. Build confidence in abilities to analyze meaning.
f. Practice assessing the source language of others for accuracy
and completeness.
g. Build confidence in their comprehension skills as students discuss their work with the group.
h. Practice assessing language production for accuracy and completeness.
i. Develop feedback skills through discussion of productions
and maps with peers and instructor.
3. Discussion

The second mapping activity,used to enhance comprehension,
buildsupon the brainstorm map from the firstactivity.We continue
to address the three aspectsof discoursestructure: content (topics,
cvents,and relationships);context (setting, register, and speaker's
y,'(lals)jand form (linguistic features and vocabulary).
StepL After completing the brainstorming activity, show stutlClltSthe preselected text, "Buying My Condo," looking for content
t\11dcontext.
Step2. The classnow begins to develop a new map that repreH<.:!lt$
actual topics, themes, and relationships (content) as well as sett1l1g,register, and speaker's goals (context). As we said before, this
lll'tivity.is best conducted as a class the first time. However, this activity, as well as all the others, needs to be repeated numerous times.
Onco/ifudents understand the activity, it is possible for them to
'WotkinSluaU groups. The activity is repeated several times at this
l~vcl until the map is complete. This not only creates a visual repreSQlltatiOnpf the text but also provides the opportunity for students
t{) 1'($ci\1I
..iJ1dOI;ganizethe text, build confidence in their memories

t

lUH t herr abjlityto

tl1akc seI1se of eveI1ts, and discuss their decisiol1S

with thqir pe<;rs. (Maps 2A and 2B demonstrate two .different exmnplt:~ ofthili S:111W
11l'OCGSS
at this point.) The instrUctor should
~lgain gni(l,: t hl\SUI(k~l)tst6I1d'ut';J('}'.
8'/i'p J. Watdtt!w videol.apl':ll~nb).
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Step4. Expand the map,makingsure the information about content and context is adequately represented. Repeat until the map is
fairly complete.
Step 5. When the instructor decides the map is complete, the
class begins to categorize the concepts (see Map 3).
Step 6. Once the map has been categorized, the instructor can focus on form (linguistic features and vocabulary). The students identify or recall the linguistic features used by the signer. For the condo
text, these features would include use of space to talk about houses,
townhouses, and apartments; use of classifiers to describe the windows in the condo; and use of constructed action and dialogue to
show the negotiation for the price. The instructor should also focus
on any vocabulary that occurred in the text that might be new to the
students. These features can be mapped onto Map 3.
Step 7. Repeatthe cycleuntil the students'mapsare complete.
Production: Reconstructing Existing Texts
1. Goals

a. Using their own mental constructs, students produce meaningful texts that contain the content and meaning of the
source.
b. Practice assessingthe language for accuracy and completeness.
2. Objectives
a. Buildconfidencein production skills.
b. Build confidence in comprehension skills (each time students watchanother person'sstory, they build comprehension
skills).
c. Practice producing underlying meaning through surfacelinguistic features.
d. Practice assessingproductions for accuracyand completeness.
e. Practice assessingothers' productions for same.
f. Buildconfidencein abilitiesto analyzemeaning.
g. Buildconfidencein memories for the source text.
h. l'ractice analyzingunderlying meaning through surface ling\1isti~ f(.:atlll\~s.

,~o
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Map 2B

i. Continue practicing mapping (i.e., analyzing meaning and
linguistic forms).
j. Develop feedback skills through discussion of productions
and maps with peers and insttuctor.
,\. Discussion
To Hummarize, students have completed the first two activities,
hrainstorming and enhancing comprehension of the topic. Students
now have :1visual

DEVELOPING

mapof the content, context,and form usedin the

II1'i{4inal
I"cxt(Map 3). The instructor can now continue to the next
step.pr()(lu('tiol1,1~hi5 is Rtill nl1intralingual activity, asking the
Ht\ldl~nlS10n~tdl IIll'sow.('t' Il~xlin theil' own way,

Production is most effective if students are not permitted to see
the source text (video) again at this point. This forces them to produce a text with the same meaning but using their own mental constructs, skills, and abilities to express those same meanings. This
helps them to make the meaning their own and allows them to play
with their productions.
Step 1. Working solely from their own maps (activity #2), students prepare their own signed presentation of the material, making
sure that the presentation includes the content, context, and appropriate linguistic features. They prepare a sequential map that visually represents the sequential structure of their own presentation.
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This sequential map should be fleshed out for the entire text.
Step2. Once the internal ordering of the text is prepared, students
can focus on the linguistic features to be used in producing the text.
Next to each segment of their sequential map, they should explain
the linguistic features they intend to use in retelling the text. For example, one student may choose to use classifiers to describe the
condo features:
CONDO, WINDOW+ + +, BIG-WINDOW, THERE, THERE, THERE, WOW.

Another may prefer to describe it lexically, adding emphasis by using facial expressions instead of classifiers.
CONDO HAVEMANYWINDOW++,

Map 3

Based on previous maps, at this stage such a map lists each feature,
topic, and so on in the order the student intends to use for retelling.
Using the condo text as our base, one student might sequence the
text by doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describing
Describing
Explaining
Discussing

the condo
its location
why it is perfect for the buyer
the financial hassle.

Another student may focus more on the timing aspect of the text,
starting with the following:

SUN, BRIGHT, PERFECT!

These two productions demonstrate each person's understanding of
the source text's discussion of the windows in the condo. One person has understood that the benefit of having lots of windows is the
light, whereas another has simply commented on the number of
windows, leaving the watcher to fill in the reason the windows are
important. A third student may sign something about having a view.
Step 3. Once the students have prepared their retelling maps,
they practice the retelling until they can do it comfortably. Students
then present their own renditions to others (whether this is to the
instructor for a grade, to another student for feedback, or on videotape for self-assessment is a matter for the instructor to decide; each
approach will be used at different times during this activity). This
exercise again points out the variety of different understandings any
interpretation may represent. As students see each variation, they
can be directed to discuss the adequacy of the variations:
· Which ones are closer to the source text and why?
Which ones have been too specific or too general and why?
What underlying assumptions did the signer have that influenced
her or his particular retelling of the text?

·
·

1. Thl' wndo hCl'ol11ingavailahle

This type of discussion helps students hone their skills in under-

2., Th(; huyc,wIl.;apillg':lt 1he rhant't~

standing- smm'ctc.ns auhc level ()fnlCL\J1~l1g.
Rnrcly do students disM
('IISSwhich s;gll IIH'Y('hosej usually tl1l'YI1iSl'USS
th(' "ni~l.ti\ll'IH'~Sof

.t

IHstH'Sor JH'J.:'otinl ;011.
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classifiers versus lexical signs for conveying the idea of "great windows," which works better to show emphasis, or better yet, which
works more effectively in a particular style of retelling.
One valuable benefit of this retelling from the discourse maps is
that students see a variety of appropriate retellings and begin to accept that there is more than one way to accurately represent a mesImge.This frees them from the narrow view they often have that "If
the signer used that sign, then I have to say that word" and helps
them to develop a broader understanding of the meaning of the
original text.
Step4. Once students haveretold the text, it is a simplematter to
assess its accuracy. The retelling is compared to: 1) their own map
to determine whether they actually included everything they intended to include; and 2) their maps of the original text (activity #2)
to determine whether they have inclu4ed everything they needed to
include from the original text. (Determining equivalency by comparing maps is discussed in more detail later.)

Discourse Mapping Applied to Interlingual Exercises
'J1ranslation
(

)nce students have becomeadept at mapping textsfor comprehen-

sion nnd for production as intralingual activities, they are ready to
move on to interlingual activities. As we have already stressed, students are expected to practice these activities on several texts over a
period of time, internalizing the process of analyzing meaning one
step at :1time. Once they have mastered the intralingual mapping
skills in both English and ASL, they are ready to focus on transfUl'lning that meaning from one language into the other. In this
sectic)J1we discuss the progression from intralingual to interlingual,
IItHlwe outline the process from translation to simultaneous interpretation.
J. Coni: Students produce accurate and complete target texts based
on !'iourcctext discourse maps.
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2. Objectives
a. Review maps of ASL source text and review maps of students'
own retelling of text.
b. Analyze the most effective sequencing and discourse structures for presenting the message in the target language.
c. Analyze the most effective linguistic features for presenting
the target text.
d. Build confidence in memory, analysis skills, feedback skills,
and production skills.
3. Discussion

Teachers can approach the progression from intralingual to interlingual exercisesusing discoursemapping in two ways. First, studentscantranslatethe originaltext using the discoursemapscreated
in activity #2; second, students can translate their own retellings
using their discourse maps from activity #3. As always,the goal in
these exercisesis to lead the students through one step at a time,
buildingincrementallyon their previousskills.One way to achieve
this is to spiraland recyclematerials.Students begin translationsby
workingfromtextswhosemeaningthey havealreadymastered;they
use texts that they have alreadymapped. This way they are only focusing on the process of translation and not also dealing with the
processof comprehensionand production. Askingstudents to comprehend, translate, and produce in one giant step from the beginning is not effective; even combining two steps makes the task
overwhelming.Consistentlyadding one step at a time helps them
internalizeand master eachstep, so that as they move on, they have
confidencein their abilities.
At this stage students should still not reviewthe source text but
continue to work from their maps.This helps them avoidthe pitfall
of glossingand falling backinto the "signs"rather than relying on
meaning.
Step1. Using the map of the source text (activity #2), students re-

view the concepts, structures, and linguistic forms they have outlined as they occurred in ASL.
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Step 2. Students prepare a sequential map of the original source
text (Map 4A, column 1). This map represents the actual order of
the original condo text.
Step3. Students analyze the specific linguistic features associated
with each step of the sequential map. (In the condo text, the linguistic features might look like Map 4A, column 2.) In the section of
tt~xtmapped here, the signer uses space to describe why he likes the
location of the condo. He sets up two different neighborhoods, describing the benefits of each one. As he does this, he adds more facial expression. The use of space and facial expression adds emphasis
to this segment, drawing the watcher into the telling of the event.
Following this segment, the signer mentions that he was reading the
newspaper and found a place in that very area. For this segment he
continues to use space for emphasis and detail, but he switches to a
different type of spatial map. He uses constructed action and monologue to demonstrate his actions and thoughts. Each segment of the
IiGt]tlentialmap is analyzed for the accompanying linguistic features.

Sequential Map:
Finding condo
with windows

Linguistic

Features:

ASL
(Source)

use of spece 10 describe
Iocetlon: Ills between two areas:
uses more facial expression and

signalshere

readll1gthe
newspaper, a
place Inthat area

In the "Living Fully" text, the sequential and linguisticfeature
Ult1pmight look like Map 4B. The speaker uses ellipsis and poetic
hlnguage to build involvement. She employs rhetorical questions oft'cO,uncI she uses sentence and paragraph structures that recur, a
tCGhl1iqueused by orators to build rhythm and a sense of continuity
within a text. When she describes the boy talking to each bricklayer,
!oif1c
uses the same type of sentence.

HAPPENSIIInds
one spol

Alittle boyhappenedbyand askeda questionof the firstbrickmason.
The little boy approached the second brickmason and asked him
the samething. The little boy approachedthe third brickmasonand

stronger sign production,
addhlonal facial express:

re.lndexes area set up for area
he liked-EMPHASIS

use of classhlers-repeats
WINDOW, CL:2B sequence
twice, then Indaxes windows a

I1skcdthe same question again.

third Ilme-emphasisl

This recurrence of similar form and vocabulary is intentional; it
builds structure for the audience. The brickmasons' answers are also
!oit
l'u<:l'utcdh1shnilar patterns; each is described by where he looks
shift to constructed dialogue 10
negollete price'
shih between narmtor and

~/td then hywhnth~says(1:'tn. . ., I'm.. ., lam.. .).The majordif£t:I'Cli('c
in these three sections of the story lies in the way each brickItlYcl'~:ndst'1wfint\lscntcnce. On,: finishct1with "I'm laying brick"
(it1fWlation issnmewhat

sa/'C:1slk; om1 (.1isl11
issivc); one with

"I'm

COIIotruClod dlaloguo
throughout thIe eactlon odele

dotal!

Map fA

Linguistic

Features:

English
(Target)
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Sequential

Ungulstlc
Features: ASL

Map: Boy &

Bricklayers

Boy to Bricklayer

#1:

putting down

bland,

!>Imple word!>:

describe!> phy!>lcal
actlvl\y-t1mall
plctura

brick!>

Boy to Bricklayer
#2:
building a wall

OilY\0 Bricklayer
#3:
beautiful
cathedral

bland, simple words:
describes end

productof
wall-blgger

,

plctura

elegant, grand words:
describes biggest
picture with

eloquence

rhetorical questions:
a!>ks audlenca how
they respond;
ellipsis used Inlltead
of giving audience
re!>ponse
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used space and facial expression for added emphasis and detail, an
English rendition might need to include descriptive adjectives as
well as intonation and stress.
We also provide an example of this step for the English text, "Living Fully" (see Map 5B). When the boy is talking to the first bricklayer, where the English words are bland, the signed rendition
might use constructed dialogue with little additional facial expression. When the boy talks to the second bricklayer, the signed sentence might be very similar, especially because the source sentence
structures are similar (as noted earlier). The signed rendition of the
question to the third bricklayer would need to continue the use of
constructed dialogue to portray this intended parallel.
The result of this exercise is a map representing the internal
structure and the linguistic features of the target text that effectively
represents the source text.
Step 5, Once this map is ready, students produce the target version. When working from the condo text, the target version might
be in written English. The goal for a written translation would be to
focus primarily on the appropriate register, vocabulary selection,
and major discourse structures (such as time passage, comparisons,
and performatives). Or the translation may be directly into spoken
English, focusing on voice production, intonation, stress, pitch, and
so on, as well as structure. When the preparation for the translation is completed; students practice it and present it (as in previous
activities).
Step 6. The presentation is assessed for both accuracy and com-

pleteness.This canbe done bymappingthe presentedtext and comparing that map to the one used to prepare the translation (from

Map4B

huil{ling a wall" (ordinary intonation); and one with "I am building
\IhC:lIItifulcathedral" (the speaker uses the word prideand alsoadds
pride to her voice). The speaker does not comment on these differ~~lIrcsishe leaves the audience to interpret the point of her story by
Iht.:irrecognition of both the redundancies of most of the text and
thc dcM difTcl'cnccsin the fin:)1sentences.
S/I'/14, SUlllents hCf{into dell~l'IlIilll' which English Siructllres
"dtil'V('

DEVELOPING

will

,11(' saHlI' "('}lulls (Map ~t\, l'OI\1lI1I13). Bcr:HISt' till' SiP.IH'f'

activity #3).
A variation of this activity is to have the students prepare a translation from the maps produced in activity #3 frotn their own
retellings of the source text. Once they have prepared and presented
these translations, it is beneficial for students to compare their
translation of the source text and their translation of their own
retelling. This comparison points out clearly those ideas that have
been lost alung' the way, t'hc ones thnt hnve remained, :11111
tho places
when' slllllcilts IWt',110n,/iH:witheir I.:fliu'ls.SltllbllS whost' lIIaps
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Boy to Bricklayer
#2:
buildinga wall

Boy to Bricklayer
#3:
beautifulcathedral
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-

Linguistic
Features: ASL

describes physical
actlvity-small picture

constructed dialogue:
boy and
bricklayer (shortltall)
littlefacial expression

bland, simple words:
describes end product
of wall-blgger picture

constructed dialogue:
similar to #1

bland,simplewords:

elegant, grand words:
describes biggest
picture with eloquence

constructed dialogue:
similar to #1 & 2,
add facial expression;
pride and joy, more
flourish to sign
production

I.-

rhetorical questions:

shift to narrator:

Closing

asks audiencehowthey
respond-elllpsisused

continueuse offacial
expressionand sign

-

Mill'SA

COHERENCE

UngulsilCFealures:

ASL
(Source)

U.o

TEXTUAL

Instead of giving
audience response

emphasis to ask
rhetorical questions

Map 5B

have been accurate and complete at each stage of the process should
have translations that are elegant, well formed, complete, and accurate, albeit very different in the surface linguistic forms. Students
whose maps have strayed from precedingmaps will find gaps in their
final translations and topics or details. that range from completely
lost to minimally distorted. This analysis leads to a greater awareness of effective tl'ans];ltiol1f;.
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The step from intralingual retelling exercises to interlingual
translation exercises has traditionally been a difficultone for students. Using discourse mapping,students make the transition one
step at a time, always workingwith underlying meaning to understand the message and transform it. However, this processalso focuses on the surface linguisticstructures, helping students perceive
the subtlelinguistic strategiesused to produceunderlying meaning.
In the nextsection we discussthe transition from translationto consecutiveinterpreting using discoursemapping as a tool.
ConsecutiveInterpreting

1. Goals
a. Transition from translationto consecutiveinterpreting
b. Developtechniques that build skillsand confidence
2. Objectives
a. Preparation
(1) Develop discourse maps of texts within a time limit
(2) Produce sequential discourse maps of source texts within
a time limit
(3) Prepare translations based on sequential discourse maps
within a time limit; assess translations
(4) Chunk the translations within a time limit.
b. Performance
(1) Perform the chunked translations within a time limit
(2) Assess the chunked translations
c. Using new source texts, apply the preceding process to new
texts.
3. Discussion

The first part of this activity is preparation. If students have intcrnalized the process of transforming a message from language to
another, then the biggest change from the previous activity, translotion, to consecutive interpreting should be the change from an unlimited to It limited time for preparation and production of texts.
BCl':lUSC
one gOi\lis always to limit the number of new steps when
utlv:llIl'ill{.\'
from stag'~ to stage, it is itn(1I1I'I:1I11
that SlUtlcnlsenter
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into consecutive interpreting facing first the challenge of time,
without also facing the challengeof processingand producing new
text. For this, we start once again with the texts mapped during
activities.
Step 1. Discuss goals and objectives of this activity. At this stage

students should review the actual source text. Continuing with the
example of the condo text, the teacher introduces the goals of the
activity and leads students through a review of the mapping process.
Step2. Prepare a discoursemap of the text within a limited time.
Begin this step by showing the source text to the class. Give students
10 minutes to produce a discourse map of themes, ideas, and so on.
These maps will not be as detailed as the original maps from activity #2 but should include the major features and supporting information. This activity adds the pressure of time without adding the
fear of not understanding the source text.
Step 3. Students view the source text again and have another 510 minutes to categorize the ideas.
Step 4. Sequence the text within a time limit (5-20 minutes).
Once they have mapped the text, they need to sequence the items on
their maps in the order they occur in the source text.
Step 5.

List the linguistic features occurring at each sequenced

chunk within a time limit. Students list the linguistic features used
in the source text for each chunk of the sequential map. Our suggested time limit is 15-30 minutes. (The results would be similar to
Map SA.)
Step6. Assesssequential maps for accuracy and completeness.
This step can be done as a class, by the instructor, or through smallgroup discussion. Assessment is based on the discourse maps produced during activity #2, the original mapping of the source text.
Successful completion of this activity builds student confidence in
their abilities to analyze source texts more and more quickly.
Step7. Prepare a translationbased on the sequentialmap within
a limited time, Once the sequential and linguistic feature map is prepared, students begin building the translation, Much afthis will be
familiarbecause the stlHlentlihavc already WOl'kl~dil1\cnsivdy with
this text. Ilowcwl'. II", fill'lIlSoflhe I:U'II'l'l
,.. I:tng'u:lgt'lIIav
" IH' wry
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different; students should thus be encouraged to produce a translation based on the map produced during this activity rather than
tTyingto remember how they did it the last time. Thus, their transh\tion of the condo text may be very different from the one they prepared for the previous translation activity. Suggested limit for the
first time is 30 minutes. This time limit can be increased if necessary
hut should be progressively decreased with subsequent texts.
Step8. Chunking the translation. Once the translation is prepared, the teacher introduces the next step-chunking the material
into meaningful sections for consecutive interpreting. These sectkms should include full ideas and should be of some length (four to
five idea units). The goal is to have students learn where and how to
chunk larger texts. Discourse mapping is useful at this stage; students can usually use their maps to find the meaningful sections of

therert.

.

Step 9. Consecutive interpreting/unlimited production time.
When the text has been translated and chunked, students can begin
the next step-consecutive interpreting. The source text should be
prepared so that it is paused at each chunk; students can pause the
h\pe, they can cue a partner to pause the tape, or they can edit the
topc so that there is a pause in it (much easier technically for audiothun videotape). During the initial consecutive interpreting, studunts are allowed as long a pause as they need to present their intCl'p,'ctationof the chunk. The source text is not restarted until they
luwc finished. (It is assumed that they are adept at this interpretation
onll arc not repeating, repairing, and otherwise stumbling along
during this pause.)
Step 10. Consecutive interpreting/limited production time.
( )llCCstudents are comfortable with consecutively interpreting with
:;dr~I'cglllatedpausing, the next step is to introduce another time
t.~()lIsll'aint.
This time the time constraint is the length of the pause
\Il'lween chunks. To begin, itis often effective if the pause is slightly
IIIIIg'CI'than is needed to take a few seconds to think and then say the
hnel'pl'ct:Hion.This addsp,'essurcto the students' taskwhilestillalloWing'thcm to prodncc succcssful intcrprctations without fulling'
khillcl. As Ihl' slIIlklllS' C01t1hll'11evc!
in(,l'cases,thl' pailsI' lenglh is
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shortened until the students are still interpreting while the next
chunk is presented. At first this overlap should be just small enough
to provide students with the experience of taking in information
while also producing it. (Students should also have had exposure to
multitasking activities before moving into this level of consecutive
interpreting.) It is important that students wait to begin each chunk

until they haveheard it all.

.

In consecutive interpreting, the pauses never completely disappear. An end step for this activity is to have 5-second pauses between
chunks. Students are viewing the new chunks while producing the
old ones but know that they have fixed places for pulling themselves
back together. As students become comfortable with this activity,
it is useful to have them chunk the tapes according to their own
needs. This helps build their confidence in their chunking abilities
and their ability to deal with a variety of pacing approaches. Once
students have chunked their source texts, they can share them with
their peers and practice consecutively interpreting each other's texts.
Step11. Assessproduction. When studentshave done their consecutive interpretation of a text, they return to the mapping process
to evaluate the effectiveness of their interpretations. They map the
target text, comparing that map with that made of the source text.
This comparison points out clearly the areas needing improvement,
and so on. Students may also practice mapping each other's target
texts and giving feedback to their peers about the productions.
As a form of assessment at this point, teachers may want to evaluate the target production for accuracy and completeness (comparing the students' text to the teacher's own map of the source text)
and also evaluate the students' ability to self-assess by comparing the
students' source and target maps. In this way students learn not only
what they did on a particular text but also how to assess their own
performances, a skill they need for continued development once
they leave the program.
The third part of this activity includes the introduction of new
texts. As we have stressed before, it is important to work through
this process with known texts, adding only one new step at a time.
When f;tudcntshavc Icul'1lcdthis procoss, the iMtrl1"h)J' c:ln start'
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again with new texts, beginning first with a viewing, then working swiftly through each activity (mapping, retelling, translating,
consecutivelyinterpreting, and finallysimultaneouslyinterpreting).
Even when preparing a new text, students should turn in a completed mapping assignment before they begin to consecutivelyinterpret the text. No new text should be consecutivelyinterpreted
until this is completed.Again,we are reinforcingthe goalof preparation and of internalizing the processuntil it becomessecondnature to the students.
Simultaneous Interpreting
Discourse mapping at this stage is applied to assessment of interpretations that have been prepared throughout the process. This activity brings the student to actual simultaneous interpreting.
1. Goal: Students transition from the activity of consecutive interpreting to simultaneous interpreting
2. Objectives
a. Using texts previously mapped and performed, eliminate
pausing between chunks while interpreting
b. Using the mapping process, prepare and produce simultaneous interpretations of new texts.
3. Discussion
Step1. Transition from consecutiveto simultaneousinterpretation using previously prepared texts. At this stage, the transition
from consecutive to simultaneous interpreting is a matter of eliminating the pauses in the source text. Byusing the prepared texts, students are faced with learning only how to work under the new time
constraint at the early stages of this activity.
Step2. Preparation and performanceof new texts.Oncethey are
able to comfortably interpret prepared texts, students can begin to
work on new texts simultaneously. Of course, they should prepare
cnch text following each step of the process before they simultaneU\tI;tyjl1lel'pn~tunli1lhc pl'OCCSS
hecomes second nat111'c.
\¥hcn this
1\11ppens,st\l&nts wi11hl~ahle \0 elmnl( texts inl'o I11cHningf'lIll'l'l:-

tions and provide interpretations with little apparent need for the
mapping process (it is happening quickly and internally). Having internalized the process, they continue to think in terms of underlying
meaning and n<;>tin terms of specific signs or words. Their interpretations are just that: meaningful target texts rather than strings
of signs.
Step3. Assessment.Simultaneousinterpreting performances are
assessed for accuracy and completeness by the instructor, peers, or
student self-assessment. Again, it is important to emphasize that
these assessments are intended to identify patterns of weakness and
processing problems. They are not intended to be assessments of the
product alone but of the process and the product both.
Evaluating

Equivalence

The first problem with determining equivalence is that it leads one
to believe there is only one right way to interpret a text. For too long
we have worked under the impression that an interpreter produces
either a "good" or a "bad" message, meaning that one has either accomplished the task or not. To speak of equivalence implies that
complete equivalence is an achievable goal, although in reality it is a
relative term, that of the closest approximation to the source language meaning. The terms "effective" or "successful" are perhaps
more useful concepts. "Adequacy of a given translation [and interpretation] can . . . be judged in terms of the specifications of the particular translation to be performed and in terms of the user's [or
consumer's] needs" (Hatim and Mason 1990, 8). The focus of assessing equivalence "is the extent to which the intent of the source
is comprehended by the receptors" (Nida 1977). Larson's view of assessment in translation requires answers to three questions (which
follow Nida's classic "basic requirements" of a translation [1964,
164]): Is the meaning of the target language the same as that of the
source language? Is the message clearly understood by the audience
for whom the message was intended? Is the form natural? (Larson
1984, 49) These three questions serve interpreters well and quite
clearly encompass OUI'view of an cffective imul'prul:1tion; they
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certainly support the sociocultural context in which all equivalence
must be assessed (Hatim and Mason 1990, 12). We must always go
back to the consumers to assess the effectiveness of our work, but
first we must assess the process that leads us to that product, Discourse mapping supports the assessment of that process. The problem with determining equivalence of an interpreted or translated
message is that "the target text displays only the translator's [interpreter's] final decisions, . . in other words, we are looking at translations as product instead of . , . as process" (2). However, by
creating discourse maps in a step-by-step, methodical way, instructors can monitor the process the student is experiencing and therefore have an impact on those steps rather than only assessing the
equivalence of the finished product.
The holistic/gestalt approach to assessing our students' work is
also supported by Hatim and Mason in their discussion of "effectiveness and efficiency" in translation:
The judgments that text producersmake aboutwhat can be assumed
to be shared with text receiversoften exert a determininginfluence
on the form an emergingtext will take. . , . The balanceis regulated
by the principles of effectiveness(achievingmaximumtransmission
of relevant content of fulfillment of a communicativegoal) and
efficiency(achievingit in the most economicalway,involvingminimum expenditUreof processingeffort),Thus, the guidingprinciple
for decidingwhat to include in a text and what to take for granted
maybe stated as: Is the gain in effectivenesssufficientto warrant the
extraprocessingeffortinvolved?(1990,93)
The questions now become the following: How can discourse
mapping be applied to these approaches to determining equivalence? and How can the work that is produced throughout the process be assessed?
First of all, at each step, it is the instructor's responsibility to elicit
responses that will support the finished product. The instructor
knllws hoth the text and the students; therefore, he or she needs to
keep the st'llllcnts focused, without narrowing their pnrticipntion
tOilJ11l1ch.
This is closely tied to selccting :111
:1ppropl'iotctext in the
iil'!!1pl:I<'I,;.We W:IJIIswdt'llts 10 \1St'I'hdr proecssing skills, tlwil'
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world knowledge, and their proficiency in both English and ASL to
work through their mapping activities. But we also want these activities to be successful. This is not to imply that they are error-free
activities, but it serves no purpose to allow students to go too far
afield with their work. It is incumbent upon the instructor to guide
students to success in these activities because those successes build

,

t

upon ea~h other to create a confident interpreter. Gone are the days
when we required students to voice a videotape "cold."
Second, again it is the instructor's responsibility to assess the
maps at each step, We have, throughout this chapter, emphasized
the fact that this process is an ongoing, long-term approach to interpreting. Numerous steps of the mapping process need to be repeated on an "as needed" basis until the instructor believes the map
to be complete. Students should not be allowed to breeze through
these activities with incomplete maps or incomplete understanding
of the steps. This applies to the instructor as well. The instructor
must create maps for all the steps prior to introducing the activity to
the class, This requires quite a bit of time "up front," but it will also
ensure a smooth and coherent process as the course/semester/program unfolds. Not only will this preparation guide the instructor
(and therefore make the students' work more productive), but it will
also give the instructor tools with which equivalence can be assessed.
At last we have a tangible, visual tool with which we can compare
steps in the process. For example, take the map you created for activity #2 (see Map 2A) and compare it with those the students created. How complete are their maps? Did they include enough/too
many details? Did they include something you missed? You may notice perhaps that several students insist upon retaining some of the
subtopics from the original brainstorming map despite their irrelevance. It would be best to remind the students that this information,
although potentially appropriate, was deemed to be extraneous to
this particular story and should not be included in this map. Or, during activity #4 (see Map #4A), a student might not have included use
of space as :\ling'uistic feature that supports the reasons the speaker
likes th:1('1':11'1
icutlll"l'OlIdn,The instTlIcto,'coul(1 direct"the student
to include Ih:1I rt':lIIII'l'; Ihis mj~ht 1)(':111apprnprial't'

tillll' 10 haw:l
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discussion about the use of space in ASL. It may be beneficial to the
entire class to have a bit of a review and practice session on this particular linguistic feature. All of this information can be elicited from
the students' maps as the instructor compares them.
Third, the instructor must also lead the students to assess their
own work as appropriate. A sense of completeness must be achieved
at each step. For many of the activities just outlined, it is appropriate for students to work in small groups. Perhaps assigning a specific
map to be completed over a I-week period would allow three or four
students to work together first as a team and then come together as
an entire class. This approach supports a number of the goals we established for each lesson including the following: develop feedback
skills through discussion of topic and maps with peers and instructor; develop feedback skills through discussion of productions and
maps with peers and instructor; and bui~dconfidence in their abilities to analyze meaning. During activity #5 (consecutive interpreting), students can practice mapping each other's target texts and
compare them with the instructor's (Maps 5A and 5B), which will
clearly show the areas that are successful and those that still need
more work.
Keeping in mind Larson's (1984) three questions for assessing a
translation or interpretation, one can seek answers to these questions at specific points in the mapping process. It may not be appropriate for the students to answer each question at every step, but it
is appropriate for the instructor to do so (because the instructor
knows the text). The first question-Is the meaning of the target
language the same as that of the source language?-should be answered. for each map created (except for the initial one created for
tJ1ebrainstorming activity), regardless of whether one is working intralingually odnterlingually. This question needs to be modified
when worki,ng intralingually, but the concept of this level of assessJl1entisth(': same: Is the, meaning of the source language accurately
represented on this map? For example, let us look at ,"Buying a
C':ondo"fro1.11
actiyity#~ (enhancing comprehe~sion). Map 3Arepr~\scnt~pncpossjh)~lmlp that could be cre;)tc(ld~lJ'ingthisn<:tivjty,
dcpict jll~ thn.:c~uhtopk~ in,the llaIT:\t'jyc:limc, hwation, andnllnll~
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cial matters. This is not the only accurate visual representation of
the text, but it certainly is a successful one. If one follows this train
of thought, then the additional details under each subtopic make
sense and support the text. Again, our purpose is not to steer the
students to strictly follow the source text; creativity and flexibility
are important, but it is not helpful to anyone if students are allowed
to go too far afield.
Larson's second question-Is the message clearly understood by
the audience for whom the message was intended?-could
also be
applied at every step beyond the brainstorming session. At this point
students should begin to take a more active role in assessing their
own maps. When students are creating their discourse maps (beginning with the second activity), they must begin to assess whether

f

classmates understand the message. We expect students' maps to be
different, but there is a distinction between different and incomprehensible. There is only so much information being analyzed; most
maps will represent quite a bit of similar information at all levels
(i.e., vocabulary, settings, and linguistic features).
And Larson's third question-Is the form natural?-can also be
applied at every step. When students begin retelling the story in
their own words (still working intralingually in the third activity),
the question of naturalness should be addressed.

1

Choosing Appropriate Texts
Now that we have worked through the entire process of mapping,
we return to the discussion of how to choose appropriate texts. First,
it is important to choose complete texts, texts that have a beginning
and an end, and not texts that are extracted from longer texts. Using
an unfinished text does not allow the students to analyze the full
structure needed for comprehension. Second, it is important at the
beginning of each activity to use texts that can be easily finished during a class period. Generally texts of approximately 5 minutes, such
as the condo text, work well. When students are working in groups
ol'indcIwndently, .it is p()s/;ihleto "1JscI()llglJr",t~xtsStlch"IlS"Living
Fully," whid! isappn),<il1J:Jlcly15'tuit~\1t'cs)ong\Thi,.d,ir iscss(~l1ti:11
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that students have adequate access to the texts. Students need to be
able to work on the texts often and in depth. One or two copies on
reserve in the media center may be insufficient; try to have multiple
copies available. Whenever possible, students should have their own
copies.2
On the surface, both "Buying My Condo" and "Living Fully" are
fairly straightforward, one point following another. Both presenters
are trying to keep the audiences involved and interested. In the
condo text, the signer describes buying the condo, including his
emotions about the experience. This encourages the audience to remember their own similar experiences, getting them to be more interested in his story. As he describes each event, he adds comments
about his feelings: He liked the condo; he was frustrated with the
financial dealings; he took a risk when he made the offer to buy.
Each event is accompanied by an emotion. The discourse map of
"Buying My Condo" (Map 6A) shows underlying meaning structure
that is fairly clear and discrete. Each topic has subtopics and details,
but there is very little overlap or interweaving of the topics; each one
is a unit unto itself. In the sequential map, each of these units occurs
in a clear and easily understood chronological order. And we can see
when and where ASL features such as constructed dialogue, monologue, and action, comparisons, affect, and narrator shift occur and
are used to encourage involvement by the audience. Although each
of these features is complex in itself, they rarely overlap. Therefore,
as we move to the linguistic map of the interpretation (target text),
we would expect to find a fairly similar, straightforward English rendition with added complexity when features such as constructed dialogue occur.
In "Living Fully," discourse mapping reveals a completely different structure and different style of producing involvement. On the
sal11ple111ap(Map 6B), the underlying theme is "Youmake a difference/' The approach to this entire presentation is toc:ompare two
2. Wenrecerrainly

consultativel
forma! to adult

audience
narrative
entertainment

r

~ I

ri()t~nc()uratprtg makingiUeg1\lcopiesj we do enc6urage me usc of
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types of interpretations, negative and positive, and to understand
how we come to those interpretations. Although in the recounting,
each point follows the previous, each point in fact is interwoven with
the main point and the comparison. Each story is intimately tied to
both the positive and the negative, and both reflect differing interpretations of fear in people's lives. The underlying structure is a
richly interwoven fabric, and the discourse map clearly reflects this.
When we analyze the maps for these two stories, the difference is
clear in two places. First the overall map of the condo story has
clearly separated topics and details, presented for information and
entertainment. The "Living Fully" text has a highly interwoven
structure, presented for information and inspiration. But there are
additional differences as well.
In "Buying My Condo," the narrator uses space frequently, using
constructed dialogue, monologue, and action throughout, as well as
classifiers and physical locations. An English interpretation will
need to represent these features accurately. For example, the use of
space indicates more focus on a topic or character, as well as more
descriptive detail and vocal intonation, than straight narrative. However, as complex as this may be, it is still a straightforward production. The narrator rarely refers to any previous topics or spaces that
represent them. Once he has finished with the search, he does not
go back to that, so the spaces he uses for that topic are "erased"
for the next topic. There is little comparison, and it occurs within
small subtopics (comparing two sections of the city and comparing
apartments, houses, and townhouses). These comparisons are not
part of the underlying structure of the full text. And the sign use is
ordinary everyday conversation. In the final analysis, this text is
fairly straightforward and uncomplicated, requiring an understanding of several uses of space but rarely including anything either
interwoven or overlapped.
In contrast, the "Living Fully" text is filled with recurring vocal
and structural patterns. We focus here on a single section of this text
as an example. When the boy talks to the three bricklayers, we hear
each bricklayer's answers, but the point, or the focus, is not on the

Map6B
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bricklayers and their comments. The real focus is on the attitudes
reflected about the same activity. The speaker uses intonation and
word choice along with sentence and paragraph structures to focus
on the possible attitude rather than on the people or the activity.
When we get to the translation and a mapping of possible linguistic
features to include, we see that, although constructed dialogue is appropriate to reflect the conversation, the real point needs to be made
by adding facial expression and elegance of sign production. This
section of text was chosen because so often interpreters miss the
point of the section. Once they have heard that there are three
different conversations, many interpreters immediately hold three
conversations in three different areas, using three different spaces,
one for each conversation. They place tremendous emphasis on the
fact that the conversations happened rather than on the points made
in those conversations. By using a $ingle placement for the boy and
by having each bricklayer talk to him, this emphasis is reduced, and
the audience can focus on the content of the conversation rather
than its simple occurrence.
Having mapped these two texts for ourselves, we can compare the
underlying content structures, the context interrelationships, the
linguistic features of the source, and the possible/probable (and
improbable) target language structures. Once we have this information, choosing texts for students becomes easier, and the chosen
texts are more likely to meet the needs and abilities of our students.
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students need to grasp the coherence of the discourse, the goal of
the speaker, and the point of the presentation. And they need to produce an integrated whole as a result. Although the phonological,
morphological, and syntactic levels of the text are important for
comprehension, these features are integrated only at the discourse
level, where coherence can be achieved. If students understand the
. true

meaning of the message,the probability of producing a suc-

cessful interpretation increases greatly.
The ultimate goal of discourse mapping is to give students a complete process that they can actually apply to the interpretation of any
text. As teachers, we hope that once the students work through the
process a number of times, they will be able to work through all the
maps on their own. With practice, the process becomes internalized
and automatic. However, this process cannot be rushed. We suggest
that this approach to interpreting be integrated throughout the
courses in an interpreting program.
Discourse analysis is a way to look at the meaning of the context
and how individuals interact in given situations. A successful interpretation takes these aspects of analysis into account. But the leap
from discourse analysis to interpretation is a complicated one. Discourse mapping provides a systematic approach for analyzing texts
that ultimately lead to interpretations that are accurate for content,
socially appropriate and linguistically accurate. The act of viewing
a text through the three different "windows": the content (possible
topics, subtopics, themes, relationships, and events), the context
(registers, settings, audiences, and speaker goals), and the form (specific linguistic features)-provides much more than a superficial
recognition of words or signs. It provides students with an analysis
of a text and a visual representation that they can rely on to support
their interpretations. The process of interpreting becomes less elusive. The view of the courtyard, the source text, becomes clearer and

SUMMARY
This chapter describes a systematic approach to the application of
dillcoursemapping throughout an interpreter education program.
We hav.e.Qutlined six discourse mapping activities and provided an
cxplanation of each activity and detailed instructions for teaching
eachactivity with sample I1l~pSfrom both ASL and English texts.
!\sc(h/.(!:It()rs,we :lrercsfmnsiblc fbrt,11.1idihg
ou!' studentSthrough
the GI)JIIpIc"prm,:ess()f pj'{)dlICil)S't'stJcc~ssfuI, (,)rn.:ctivcintcrpreta.,.

more complete for the student; the view bf the courtyard is thereby
clearer andin.<wc(.'()Jllplctcforthe audience. Discourse mapping is a

processthnF](,):111:;
I0 (,)fft;ctivein.tc.rpr~tatiou~

thIn.This i.sn6t:1n qasy nisI" h(ltirg;\11 be \10I1I.~.
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BuyingMy Condoby ClaytonValli
This tape was produced with funds from the U.S. Department of Education in a grant awarded to the Department of Linguistics and Interpreting
at Gallaudet University. The grant is entitled "Interpreter Training for
Deaf Individuals." The transcription is taken from the voice interpretation
provided with the text.
Not too long ago I purchased a condo, which I had no intention of doing; I surprised myself, and I'm going to tell you about how the purchase
came about.
I've been living in the D.C. metro area for the past ten years and during
that time I've seen a lot of residences: houses, townhouses, condos. I've
talked to some of my friends about their own purchases and just kind of
gotten a feel for the market, what's out there, what houses, you know, different kinds of residences are selling for these days and just kind of checked
out the whole market.
And during my travels around town I've gone to some open houses, just
to get an idea, and I was on one particular street that I was really taken by.
And I didn't !mow if there was ever going to be anything for sale on this
street that I could afford, or if anything would ever come out of it. But this
particular street stUck in my mind after I left the area.
So I continued my window shopping or just attending open houses for
the enjoyment of it, to get an idea of the D.C. area, and perhaps find a location that I would be interested in settling down someday. And I also
would peruse the newspapers and see what was out there. One day I noticed
a condo for sale that was in the price range that I could afford, and I
thought, you never know; take a look at it and let's see.
So I drove over to the address listed in the paper. When I got there I realized it was that street that I had been at some time before; it was the street
that always stuck in my mind. So that was the first clue. And then when I
went into the condo and looked around, it was a nice condo; I really liked
it. So it started looking more and more like a real possibility.
So I talked to the real estate agent and asked him, "Well, you know,
what's the actual price that this condo is selling for?" And he told me what
the price was-he or she-and I said, "Well, you know, I could pay it but
it's a little more than what I wanted to pay." I said, ''Would you ask the
owner if they would be willing to take ten thousand off the price?" The real
estate agent didn't think that was very likely a possibility but said that they
WQuidgive it a Rhol.
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So I waited to hear back from the real estate agent, and finally they got
back to me. And sure enough, the owners said they would be willing to take
ten thousand off the price. I couldn't believe it! So, then I had to take a
breath and think, well, this looks like this is really going to go. And not only
that, interest rates were incredibly low-they were only 7 percent. And you
know for quite a while now interest rates have been over 10 percent-II,
even 12 percent. And I didn't know, you know, where am I going to find a
deal like this again? They took ten thousand off the price, the interest rates
are incredibly low, I don't know if I can pass this up. But, the only thing is
at the same time I was also in school studying for my doctor's. So I really
wasn't prepared to do this, but I decided I can't pass this up. So I said I'm
just going to go ahead and do it.
So once I made the big decision, then I'd have to deal with the bank. So
I got in touch with the bank, and they did an appraisal on the house and
passed appraisal, and then they had to do a credit check, which I could not
helieve-down to the very penny these people checked my credit from the
past tWo, three years. They went through all my credit cards, my bills,

everything.

.

So I was going through the credit process, and everything was done,
I.lVGI')/thing
had passed. I was all set to go except for my car loan. The bank
liahll had 5 months left on my car loan, and I had to pay the whole thing
IIff in one lump sum. So I added up what is 5 months of car payments, and
it' waS a pretty big sum. And I didn't have that kind of money. So I got a
hold of my mom and my sister, and my whole family helped out. And I still

didn't have tJnough.I couldn't believethat the real estate agent actually
,'hippcd in and even helped me make that payment. So I was able to payoff
III)'c:lr loan.
Su I got that taken care of, paid off my car, and everything was all set.
, I'he only thing was the owner still livedin the condo, so I had to wait for
till! owner to move out, which seemed to take forever. Finally, two months
Ime.I':IftcI' the initial viewing, to the day I moved in it was two months, and
my friends were great-they helped me take all my furniture over there
:ll1dgot me all moved in and settled and everything so I could get back to
:lIlIdh.:son my Ph.D. I moved in and had my condo, and I'm all through
with my studies. It's all done.
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Transcription of Living Fully
(This transcription was made from th~ spoken text.)
1. Welcome to what I hope will be an opportunity for personal growth
to all who join me today.
2. My name is Jenna Cassell
3. and in my life I've assumed several different titles and numerous
roles,
4. but today I simply wish to share with you some exciting ideas in order to help us all to grow.
5. For when we open ourselves to growth at a personal level, we enhance
our ability to more fully experience our lives.
6. These ideas come from many rich sources;
7. however, the main resources used to formulate this presentation,
8. which I highly recommend,
9. include an audio program entitled "Freedom from Fear," by Reverend Mary Boggs of the Living Enrichment Institute,
10. A book entitled Feelthe Fearand Do It Anyway by Susan Jeffers,
11. LifeIs an Attitude by Elwood N. Chapman,
12. and finally Peace,Love, and Healing by Dr. Bernie S. Siegel.
13. I'd like to begin by telling you a story.
14. There once were three brickmasons working together on a building.
15. A little boy happened by
16. and asked the first briclanason, What are you doing?
17. Without even looking up, he responded,
18. I'm laying bricks!
19. The little boy approached the second (index front right) brickmason
20. and asked him,
21. What are you doing?
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

The second briclanason looked kindly at the boy and said,
I'm building a wall.
The little boy approached the third brickmason
and asked the same question.
What are you doing?

27. The brickmason faced him squarely and replied with enthusiasm
(body shifting during role play) and obvious pride,
28. I am building a beautiful cathedral.
29. Now, if thili 1ittle "oy approached you and askedyou,
30. What ore YOlldoing?

/
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31.
32.
33 .
34.
35.

How would you respond?
Do you feel as though you simply lay bricks,
or do you retain the original joy and enthusiasm of your life choices?
Do you simply go through your routine in an unconscious manner
or do you always keep in the forefront of your mind (point to head) a
vision of your beautiful cathedral?
36. Our minds are very powerful tools.
37. How we experience our life's work,
38. and indeed our lives,
39. is to a great degree a function of what we tell ourselves.
40. You see, the man laying bricks performs the very same task as the
man who was building a beautiful cathedral,
41. but his inner experience was quite different.
42. We do have the power to affect our own perspective
43. and therefore our internal experience of external events.
44. We've all heard about positive self-talk,
45. that what you tell your self is very likely to become your reality.
46. Well, if this is true,
47. how do we turn our negative self-chatter into powerful "I can"
messages?
48. Well, one thing to understand is that the brain tries to find answers
to the questions posed to it.
49. So, if you could ask yourself questions that will elicit a positive
response,
50. you have a head start on seeing the world in a positive way.
51. For example, when you first wake up in the morning,
52. do you ask yourself questions like this:
53. What do I have to do today?
54. What problems am I gonna have ta face? (voice inflection)
$5. What's gonna happen if! fail at the challenges facing me?
56. Or try some of these questions instead?
57. What am I ex:citedabout today?
58. What challenges can I look forward to learning from today?
59. What new opportunities can I create today?
60. When facing a new challenge,
61. or what some people call a problem,
62. what kind of questions do you ask yourself?

63. Do you ask,

.

(;4. Whatcouldllose if I try and fail?
65. Or, how aho~tthis?
M. WhntcCluJdylo$1,)jft don't try?
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What could I gain by trying, whether I succeed or not?
Often, we're stuck in negativity or negative emotions,
such as anger, depression, anxiety, to name a few.
It's important to recognize that these negative emotions that we're
experiencing
are actually based in fear.
Fear of failure,
fear of being hurt,
fear of being humiliated,
fear of not having enough money,
fear of being alone.
I'm sure you could add to the list.
For example, if you get angry because someone cuts you off when
you're driving,
the first thing that actually occurred was that
you experienced a fear of having a collision.
The anger was actually based in fear,
as most negative emotions are.
Fear is the biggest inhibitor of us acting upon our dreams and living
our lives fully.
We hold back from participating in life fully
because we are afraid.
We're afraid to speak our truth,
we're afraid to show up in the world as we are,
and we're holding back in some way because of our fears.
Well, sad to say, it's not possible to do away with fear completely.
Every person on this planet experiences fear.
We all have fear in our lives.
Think about it.
Where is fear controlling you right now?
We all have fear in our lives.
Even the people who are very successful and self-confident,
who are out there making their dreams a reality,
experience fear.
Therefore, fear is not the problem.
What we do with the fear is what determines how we live our lives.
Although we can't eliminate fear,
we can view it differendy
and deal with it in healthy and productive ways.
You see, we each have places, events, situations with which we're
comfortable.
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136. and then again out in the world to make it so.
137. So facing the fear and imagining
138, "how would you handle that situation?" (overlap of constructed dialogue and indirect)
139. makes it easier to proceed with optimism.
140. And, as Oscar Wilde said,
141. the basis of optimism is sheer terror.
142. But how can we get past our fears?
143. As Susan]effers says in her book of the same title,
144. feel the fear and do it anyway,
145. each time we venture beyond the confines of our comfort zone,
146. we discover new ways of being.
147. We discover inner strength and abilities.
148. We learn to expect bigger and better things from ourselves.
149. Expectation is another very powerful determiner of events.
150. I'd like to share a story with you about a young man who took the
scholastic aptitude test,
151. the SAT,
152, as part of the college entrance procedures.
153. When he received his test scores, he saw the number 98 on the paper.
154. Well, he was quite distressed and concerned about his ability to succeed in college with an IQ as low as 98.
155. But he did go to college.
156. His first term he received Ds and Fs.
157. His second term was no better,
158. and the dean called him in for a conference.

104. This is !mown as our comfort zone.
105. We each have our very unique comfort zone
106. based on our own past experiences, our perceptions of our capabilities, and our willingness to be out in the world.
107. Some people are only comfortable in the confines of their own home.
108. Others venture out into the world into the workplace,
109. and others still seem to make the whole world their home.
110. But when a challenge is presented that is outside our personal comfort zone,
111. fear appears.
112. Sometimes our fear induces enough self-doubt
113. that it actually prevents us from moving ahead.
114. We allow the fear to immobilize us
115. and to stop us from living fully or realizing our dreams.
116. Well, what's the alternative?
117. If we could shift our perspective and see fear instead as an ally that is
telling us,
118, proceed with caution, but proceed.
119. A warning, if you will,
.
120. that says clearly and boldly,
121, "Growth opportunity ahead."
122. So, when you felt the fear, you would Imow that you are actually moving in the right direction
123. toward growth, toward expanding your comfort zone, toward living
fully.
124. If we can face our fears squarely and imagine in the safety of our
minds,
125. which after all is where fear exists,
126. how we might deal with the challenge,
127. we could take steps toward experiencing the fear and moving forward.
128. We could make progressive approximations toward expanding our
comfort zone.
129. You can begin by imagining the worst possible consequences.
130. What if the worst happened?
131. And imagine yourself handling it.
132. Every experience we've had began in thought and was projected into
the world of being.
133, Thoughts with feeling become reality.
134. We must create what we do in this world twice.
135. Once in our minds

159. The dean warned him that if his performance continued at this poor
level,
160. he would be asked to leave the school.
161. "Well, whaddo you expect?" replied the young man?
162. "I only have an IQ of98."
163. The dean took out the file and explained to the young man,
164. "You don't have an IQ of 98;
165. you scored in the 98th percentile.
166. That means that your score was equal to or better than 98 percent of
the students in all of North America."
167. Well, the next term, that student pulled a 4.0 grade point average.
168. The only thing that had changed was his expectations.
169. Another example uf.huw powerful expectations are in determining
events
170. WI\Hshown inn rt'st':\I'(:h pro;t.t" t'OlHhlt'lvtl in San Fr:lIwi:;rll.
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171. Three teach~rs h:\I!t.l~('11
brought into the principal's office and told,
172. "You three teac1wr~III'l'the best teachers in this whole school.
173. We have decidc(llo rt'w:1rdyour performance by giving you each
thirty of the bestsltltknl~."
174. These teachersw~~"l' asked,
175. "Don't tell any urdU' ~I\1llcntsor the parents about this."
176. At the end of tl11,:}'I':1r,it was found that these students tested significantly higher than al1of the students,
177. not only in the schol)!,
178. but in the entire <listrke
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.

The teachers wcre "fought in again.
They were infornicd that this had been an experiment
and that the students had actually been selected at random.
Well, the teacheI'$ were :11I1:1Zed,
and they could CxJ.)!ainthc high scores only by the fact that, they
were, after all, theJlcsl leathers.
Well, then the researchers informed them,
"Actually, we putall the teachers' names in a hat,
and yours were thc.lhn;c that were pulled.
This was a double blind study
with the only factor 1lUtbeing controlled for being expectation.
In summary, if we learn to live with fear as an ally
which navigates oUr path in the direction of growth,
use our minds and strength of spirit to expand our personal comfort
zone,
and learn to expect bigger and better things of ourselves,
we will enhance our ability to live more fully with a constant focus on
our beautiful cathedrals.
I'd like to leave you with a poem that says,
Come to the edge, he said,
No, they replied, we will fall.
Come to the edge, he said.
No, we will fall.
Come to the edge.
They went to the edge
He pushed them, and they... flew.
I wish you all a good flight.
Thank you.

POLLITT

Critical Linguistic and
Cultural Awareness
Essential Tools in the Interpreter's Kit Bag
WE AREINthe business of makingjudgments about people. It is an
activitythat we indulge in every day of our working lives.Some will
try to claimthat they do not judge people, others will punish themselvesfor making such judgments. But let's face it, it is part of the
job-how else is one to reflect the speaker and determine speaker
intent? I
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As with all areas of applied linguistics,interpreting struggles at
the interface between art and science. We are aware that what we
practice is a skill, some would sayan art, but we need to be able to
define,justify,and teach that skillin a logical,consistent, and rigorous manner. For example,how is it that good interpreters seem in~
stinctively able to make the right judgments? How can we make
good interpreters aware of and in control of what they do and teach
student interpreters to do it, too?
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I'd like to thank all the 1996-1997 and 1997-1998 City Lit interpreting course participants
as well as the course coordinator Jemina Napier for their hard work and enthusiasm. In addition, I'd like to thank Norman Fairclough for his wise tuition and kind encouragement, Graham Turner for his love, support, and childcare, and Jacob and Edie for their patience while
Mummy worked.
1. Spfflk"1"refers here 1<1;111~ctive interactant, regardless of the mode of communication.
nl~"CC .\11/'(/~','r1l1:)Y
l'quall)' refer (f)~"I1IC(JI1C
whoi~ \I~ing a signed language to communicate.
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